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Abstract 
 Multi-pattern matching methods based on numerical computation are advanced in this paper. 

Firstly it advanced the multiple patterns matching algorithm based on added information. In the process of 
accumulating of information, the select method of byte-accumulate operation will affect the collision odds , 
which means that the methods or bytes involved in the different matching steps should have greater 
differences as much as possible. In addition, it can use balanced binary tree to manage index to reduce 
the average searching times, and use the characteristics of a given pattern set by setting the collision field 
to eliminate collision further. In order to reduce the collision odds in the initial step, the information splicing 
method is advanced, which has greater value space than added information method, thus greatly reducing 
the initial collision odds. Multiple patterns matching methods based on numerical computation fits for large 
multi-pattern matching. 
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1. Introduction 

Pattern matching is an essential technology in computer knowledge. It is widely applied 
in text editing, literature searching, natural language identifying, biology, image manipulation, 
information security, network etc. There are two types of pattern matching: single pattern 
matching and multiple patterns matching. In simple single pattern matching algorithm, a pattern 
matching procedure is looked as key word (pattern string) searching. It divides the text with the 
length n into n-m+1 sub-string with the length m and detects whether each sub-string matches 
to pattern string with length m or not. Classical single pattern matching algorithm includes KMP 
[1] algorithm and BM [2] algorithm. Other algorithm is mostly improved on these classical 
algorithms [3-5]. KMP algorithm analyzes the distribution characteristic of pattern string and 
makes use of this in pattern matching to advance matching efficiency. In BM algorithm, pattern 
string moves from left to right, while character is compared from right to left. When it loses 
matching, the predefined excursion function adopts the max value to decide right shift value. So 
it realizes jumping as far as possible and reduces the times of matching. 

Related work. Multiple pattern matching is an extension of single pattern matching, 
including AC [6] algorithm based on automata, Wu-Manber [7] algorithm, multiple pattern 
matching algorithm based on sequential binary tree [8], fast matching algorithm based on cross 
data link table[9], etc. Moreover, there are other improved algorithms [10,11] derived from these 
algorithms. A searching tree is constructed based on pattern set in AC algorithm. The size of the 
searching tree is related to the size of character set, so the biggish memory is needed. Wu-
Manber algorithm is multiple pattern matching algorithm and it extends BM algorithm in single 
pattern matching. This algorithm adopts bad character shifting mechanism of BM algorithm and 
makes use of block character to extend efficiency of bad character shifting. It also uses hash 
Table to select pattern string matched in matching stage and reduce more computing. The 
average capability of Wu-Manber algorithm is the best in application. 
 
 
2. Limitation of Existent Pattern Matching Algorithms 

Existent pattern matching algorithms restrict a pattern as “character string”. The whole 
pattern set is not been disposed as a body in matching procedure. It takes at most out part of 
common prefixes or postfixes to reduce the times of matching. 
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Some pattern matching algorithms have requirements for language. These algorithms 
are fit for English and unfit for Chinese. They are aimed at English. In the case of thousands of 
patterns, the advance of efficiency of these algorithms is notable. But there are some questions 
in dealing with multiple patterns matching in Chinese. 

The efficiency of BM algorithm is preferably in single pattern matching. Some improved 
algorithms derive from BM. These algorithms adopt compared manner from back to front and 
generate jumping Table based on current matched characters. All these reduce matching times. 
When we anatomize these algorithms based on character jumping, we will find that matching 
efficiency is not essentially advanced by analyzing character of pattern strings to realize 
jumping, because it needs time to judge jumping. For example, Horspool advanced Boyer-
Moore-Horspool algorithm. This algorithm is an improved algorithm of BM. We call it BMH [12] 
algorithm. In this algorithm, the character pointed by text pointer is firstly compared with the last 
character of pattern. If it is equality, then compare the rest m-1 characters. No matter which 
character in the text results in failed matching, pattern will slide to the right according to the last 
character in the text that corresponds to pattern. Figure 1 shows the matching process in BMH 
algorithm. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Matching process in BMH algorithm 
 
 

Figure 1 shows that if pattern string “search” can jump matching, the text T[6] should be 
searched in pattern string at first matching. It is obvious that d[r]=2, so the pattern slides right 2 
characters to the right. In fact, efficiency is not advanced, because it needs 2 times to compare 
when character ‘r’ is searched in pattern. It is not better to compare the last character ‘h’ in the 
pattern and each character in the text step by step. It only saves one time in the last successful 
pattern matching. Apparently, if jumping algorithm is used in parallel multiple patterns matching, 
the process will be much more complex. It is not favorable to realize parallel operation. 

Representative multiple pattern algorithm is Wu-Manber. Wu-Manber algorithm is based 
on BM, but it uses character block with B length (2 or 3) to reduce the possibility of part 
matching. Three tables are needed in this algorithm: SHIFT table, HASH Table and PREFIX 
table. SHIFT[h]  can store the number of characters jumped in security, HASH[h] can store 
pattern chain Table with h computed by the last B characters’ hash value. PREFIX Table 
filtrates the pattern that has the same hash value but different prefix with the text, so the number 
of compared patterns will decrease further. But when pattern set becomes bigger, jumping 
character number will be closer to 1. In this case, correlative judging algorithm will lose 
efficiency and algorithm becomes more complex. Further more, Wu-Manber algorithm does not 
make use of more useful information in pattern set. 
 
 
3. Multi-Pattern Matching Based on Added Information 

The whole ideal of the algorithm advanced in this paper is that each pattern in pattern 
set is not been looked as string. We look each byte in the pattern as a number from 0 to 255. So 
it overcomes the limitation on language. Then pattern matching is transformed into number 
disposing. Pattern set is sorted based on the sum of the shortest length of pattern and the index 
is built for each pattern. To increase searching speed, it adopts AVL tree to store index. 
Because the maintenance of AVL tree is relatively independent and does not take matching 
time, it can be ignored. It is important that we firstly judge whether the contents of the shortest 
continuous patterns from text entrance are present in pattern set. It involves colligate 
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information about multi-bytes, so matching collision probability is reduced. Only when the sum 
of the shortest pattern length is the same and collision is eliminated will accurate matching be 
further achieved. Consequently, matching times are reduced greatly. In the pattern set relate to 
this algorithm, it is obvious that the bigger the length of the shortest pattern is, the better 
matching efficiency is. 

 
3.1. Pretreatment of Pattern Set 

At first, pattern set needs to be pretreated, that is, obtaining the shortest pattern length 
(minlen) in the pattern set. To each pattern in this pattern set, the sum of minlen length bytes is 

computed as 1 2 min...... linm m m     , then the pattern set is sorted based on the sum. To 

some patterns, if the sum is the same, they can be sorted based on the value of the bytes 
again. It is shown as Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. The sorted pattern set based on the length of the shortest pattern 
Pattern The sum of the 

foregoing 4 bytes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

acaapzy 390 a c a a p z y       
abcdekg  394 a b c d e k g       
cbdaefjlaa 394 c b d a e f j l a a    
dacbfjoire 394 d a c b f j o i r e    
ldifjglk 415 l d i f j g l k      
jdhkjwe 416 j d h k j w e       
slkdjgioejgr 430 s l k d j g i o e j g r  
klkrfhkdfksdl 436 k l k r f h k d f k s d l 
ayzxabk 460 a y z x a b k       
xyza 460 x y z a          

 
 
In the pattern set of Table 1, the shortest pattern length minlen is 4 (xyza) and the 

longest pattern length maxlen is 13(klkrfhkdfksdl). The pattern set is sorted based on the sum of 
the shortest pattern. When the pattern is matched, the sum of the minlen length bytes is 
computed from the text matching entrance and compares with the sum in the sorted pattern set. 
The pattern set is filtrated. This collision (e.g.394) odds（1/（256*minlen））is less than the 
collision odds（1/256）based on the comparison with single byte. So matching efficiency is 
promoted. It is apparent that the bigger of the shortest pattern length is, the more the pattern 
number is, and the more obvious the advantage of this algorithm is. 

To compare easily, the index should be built on the sorted pattern. It is shown in figure 2. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. The index on the sorted pattern set 
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3.2. Built AVL Tree For The Indexes 
To quickly locate in matching based on the index, the index Table in Figure 2 should be 

transformed to AVL tree, so average searching times become the least. Figure 3 shows the AVL 
tree based on the index table. 

 
 

 
                                                                               416 
 
 
                                                          394                                     436 
 
 
                                                390                    415                         430                      460 

 
Figure 3.  AVL tree 

 
 

The node’s data structure in AVL tree is as follows: 
struct node 
{  int data; 
   struct node *llink; 
   struct node *rlink; 
   struct sortnode *slink; 
   int number; 
} 
 
In the node’s data structure, data is the value of the node in AVL tree, such as 394. 

Llink points to the left node and rlink points to the right node. Slink points to the first node in the 
pattern sub-set that the sum of the foregoing minlen length bytes in sorted pattern Table is 
equal to the data value. Number is the number of nodes in the pattern sub-set. It is 1 at least, 
while the number of nodes in the pattern sub-set with the sum 394 is 3. 

 
3.3. Collision Eliminating 

Those patterns with the same foregoing minlen length bytes will collide. To reduce the 
comparison times of the collision patterns in matching, the pattern set needs to be disposed 
further. Of course, the disposition does not occupy matching time, because it is completed in 
pretreatment. The main idea is to search the byte positions with the most difference in the 
collision patterns and let the text compares directly with the corresponding position of the 
pattern. Thus comparing times are reduced. In the previous example, the pattern set with index 
394 has three patterns. If these patterns are stored in array (suffix is 0~maxlen-1), we search 
the position with the biggest difference degree. Difference degree is the number of different 
bytes with the same suffix in pattern set. It is apparent that the biggest difference degree is less 
than or equal to the pattern number (3) of collision pattern sub-set. It is shown in figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Collide sketch map 

 
 
In Figure 4, the suffix with the biggest difference degree is 0,3,5,6. We select the 

smallest 0 and write it down. So we need to add a new field for pattern set—collision field, 
whose initial value is max length. The first collision field with the max length is modified as this 
suffix in the collision pattern set. It is shown in figure 5. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
a b c d e k g       
c b d a e f i l a a    
d a c b f j o i r e    

394 
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Figure 5. Modify collision field 
 
 
To advance matching efficiency in the future, each pattern needs an additional field. 

This field is used to store byte number of this pattern. So the data structure of the pattern node 
is as follows: 

 
struct string 
{  int num; 
 int collision; 
   char *s; 
} 
 
In multi-pattern matching, the continue maxlen length bytes from the text entrance is 

adopted as matching window. The sum of minlen length bytes of the matched text is computed 
firstly, such as 394. Then we search the pattern sub-set by AVL tree. When the value 0 in the 
first pattern collision field is found, the byte at 0 position in each pattern is checked in turn. If 
corresponding byte is matched in certain pattern, precision matching can be done with this 
pattern. If corresponding byte is not matched in each pattern, matching is lost at this text 
entrance, and the window slides to the next byte. 

It is possible that multiple collisions happen. If the index of another pattern (abcdfkil) is 
also 394, its position is added to the second of the pattern sub-set. Here, the biggest difference 
degree of the collision pattern sub-set is still 3, less than the number (4) of patterns. After the 
first collision checking, it is found that the first pattern still collides with the second pattern, 
because the context with 0 suffix is ‘a’. The next collision point needs to be found. This position 
is suffix 4. These two patterns can be distinguished by storing this suffix to the second pattern’s 
collision field. It is shown in figure 6. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 6. Multiple colliding 

 
 
In mult-pattern matching, if the corresponding byte in the text is matched with the third 

or the fourth pattern by 0 suffix and the number of the matched pattern is 1, precision matching 
with this pattern happens directly. If the byte with 0 suffix in the text is also ‘a’, there are two 
matching patterns, then collision happens. Search for the next pattern (other than the pattern 
collision whose field value 0) whose collision field with value 4, namely, the fourth byte content 
in the text’s current byte string compares with the fourth byte content in these two patterns. If 
the corresponding byte in a certain pattern is the same as the byte in the text, precision 
matching with this pattern happens. If it is different from the corresponding byte in each pattern, 
matching is lost. It can also work with further collisions. 
 
 
 

collision 
field 

 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

0 a b c d e k g       
13 c b d a e f i l a a    
13 d a c b f j o i r e    

nu
m 

collision 
field 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

7 0 a b c d e k g       
8 4 a b c d f k i l      

10 13 c b d a e f i l a a    
10 13 d a c b f j o i r e    

394 

394 
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4. The Multi-Pattern Matching Method Based on Stitched Information 
The first few bytes of each pattern are accumulated in the multiple patterns matching 

algorithm based on added information. To reduce the collision probability and then to reduce the 
times of pattern matching, these accumulated value are compared. When the added values 
collide, this method will eliminate the collision further by increasing collision field. After further 
analysis of the method, it is found that this method can be improved. 

In applications, the pattern which needs to match may have the same head or tail of 
information. For example, it needs to search for the names of books in the library or the names 
of papers in the paper database, "based on ..." or "... methods" are the common forms. This 
means that the information accumulation method against the head or tail information still has 
higher collision frequency, although the collision odds smaller than the traditional method of 
non-numerical matching. 

In order to avoid focusing on the head or tail of the same or similar information, it can 
use the method that extract some bytes of each pattern to obtain the average information and 
then to reduce the collision odds. For example, it can be extracted every other k bytes. In Table 
2, if the length of the shortest pattern in the pattern set is 8 ( minlen = 8), then the character 
data in odd position of each pattern are accumulated, this means that it is extracted every other 
byte(k=1). This extracting method reflects the even information of each pattern and the 
characteristics of different patterns better, so the collision odds will reduce further. 

 
 

Table 2. The sorted pattern set based on the sum of even information 
Pattern The sum of the foregoing 

4 odd bytes 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

cbdaefjmaa 406 c b d a e f j m a a    
dacbfjoire 406 d a c b f j o i r e    
abcdekggh  408 a b c d e k g g h     
ldifjglk 412 l d i f j g l k      
xyzabcde 418 x y z a b c d e      
slkdjgioejgr 422 s l k d j g i o e j g r  
acaapzyijr 423 a c a a p z y i j r    
klkrfhkdfksdl 426 k l k r f h k d f k s d l 
jdhkjwelm 434 j d h k j w e l m     
ayzxabkn 449 a y z x a b k n      

 
 
In Table 2, only two patterns with the sum of the first four odd bytes (406) are same. 

These two patterns can be distinguished by the collision field further. 
  Furthermore, it is significant to reduce the collision odds of the initial part of the 

calculation. If the character stitched method is used instead of using added method, it will avoid 
the collision in which the added characters are different but the added value is the same, even 
distinguish the situation that the characters are same but just the location is changed. For 
example, to the character string “cbdaefjmaa” in the Table 2, whether using the method of 
adding the first few continuous characters or the method of adding the first few odd characters, 
it will both be collided by other strings. It needs to take an ulterior step to solve the problem by 
using collision field. According to the method of spliced character, it could expand calculation 
numerical space, and reduce the collision odds. To the string “cbdaefjmaa” , the process of 
splicing from the first four odd characters (bafm) is shown in figure 7. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7. Spliced information 
 
 
The value obtained from the even position character splicing method can distinguish the 

patterns that the characters are same but their positions are changed. It can not be achieved by 
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the added method. To the first four odd characters (bafm) in the foregoing example, if only the 
position is changed into “mabf”, the result of accumulation will be still 406, but its splicing value 
is different. It is shown in figure 8. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Spliced information after the position is changed 
 
 
To the strings in the Table 2, the splicing value of each string is calculated out. Then, 

Table 3 is a sorted Table based on the splicing value. 
 
 

Table 3. The sorted pattern set based on the splicing value of even information 
pattern The splicing 

value of the 
foregoing 4 odd 

bytes 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

dacbfjoire 1633839721 d a c b f j o i r e    
cbdaefjmaa 1650550381 c b d a e f j m a a    
abcdekggh 1650748263 a b c d e k g g h     
acaapzyijr 1667332713 a c a a p z y i j r    
ldifjglk 1684432747 l d i f j g l k      
jdhkjwelm 1684764524 j d h k j w e l m     
slkdjgioejgr 1818519407 s l k d j g i o e j g r  
klkrfhkdfksdl 1819437156 k l k r f h k d f k s d l 
xyzabcde 2036425573 x y z a b c d e      
ayzxabkn 2037932654 a y z x a b k n      

 
 

It can be seen from Table 3, the compared value is stitched by the first four odd 
characters, which contains combinatorial information of related character positions. The collision 
odds can be up to 1/(232) , which is far less than the collision odds 1 / (256 * minlen) based on 
information accumulation. Hence, the multi-pattern matching speed is advanced. In this 
example, the collision is not occurred by using the splicing value method. It is not necessary to 
reduce collisions by collision field. 

  In summary, the Multi-pattern matching methods based on the spliced information 
have lower collision odds than the Multi-pattern matching methods based on the added 
information. Besides, the collision odds of splicing information reduce rapidly with the increasing 
number of bytes. It supposes that the length of simple data type which system can handled 
each time is not more than 8 bytes, then the collision odds between added information method 
and spliced information method are compared in Table 4. 
 
 

Table 4. The comparison of collision odds between added information method and spliced 
information method 

method added information method spliced information method 
byte number value space collision odds value space collision odds 

1 byte 28 1/28 28 1/28 
2 bytes 2*28 1/（2*28) 216 1/216 
3 bytes 3*28 1/（3*28) 224 1/224 
4 bytes 4*28 1/（4*28) 232 1/232 
5 bytes 5*28 1/（5*28) 240 1/240 
6 bytes 6*28 1/（6*28) 248 1/248 
7 bytes 7*28 1/（7*28) 256 1/256 
8 bytes 8*28 1/（8*28) 264 1/264 
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Figure 9 indicates the comparison between two methods based on the numerical space. 
The difference between the two methods reaches the exponential level, so it is easier to draw 
figure by using Log calculation to process the numerical space of the two methods, which can 
evaluate the value of the exponent space. 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. The comparison of value space between added information and spliced information 
 
 
It can be seen from Figure 9 that the related numerical space of the spliced information 

method are greater than that of the added information method by increasing the inspecting 
bytes, which can greatly reduce collision odds and increase the successful probability of initial 
matching. 

In summary, multi-pattern matching should follow these rules: 
(1) The collision probability in the previous steps should keep as low as possible 
(2) The sorting rules taken by different steps should keep as different as possible 
(3) The bytes data involved in the operation should reflect the characteristics of each 

pattern. 
 
 

5. Conclusion 
Two multiple patterns matching methods based on numerical computation are 

advanced in this paper: one is based on the added information method, and the other is spliced 
information method. Multiple patterns matching methods based on numerical computation can 
overcome the language problems of pattern matching algorithm. To reduce collision, the 
information of multiple bytes in matched text is integrated. To eliminate collision further, the 
collision fields can be selected based on the characteristics of given pattern set. This paper 
summarizes the rules followed by different steps in multi-pattern matching process. It can be 
analyzed that the multi-pattern matching methods based on the spliced information have lower 
collision odds than the multi-pattern matching methods based on the added information, thereby 
multi-pattern matching method based on the spliced information increases the successful 
possibility of the initial matching. 
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